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Introduction

• Spectral counting is the most commonly used method for filtering of AP-MS data.

• Zero spectral count in control is usually a necessary condition for protein candidates to 
be considered as bona fide interactors.

• However DDA in LC-MS/MS suffers from stochastic peak sampling, which questions 
“MS/MS count = 0” as a good filter for AP-MS data.

• We explore here the use of label free quantitation and enrichment factor to refine 
the analysis of AP-MS data for better discrimination of bona fide interactors.

• For our demonstration we used datasets from immunoprecipitations of the T-cell recep-
tor complex (TCR) from Jurkat cells as well as published data on the EGFR complex [1].

Figure 1: Log2 of protein raw intensities in control (negative) vs AP (positive) samples 
for each replicate of EGFR dataset. Bait (EGFR) and a minimal list of certified interactors 
are plotted in red circles. Colored points show proteins with MS/MS count = 0 in control 
and = 1, = 2, >2 in AP sample.

Material and methods

• AP-MS datasets:

- EGFR:  HEK293 cells, AP anti-flag, no fractionation, LC-MS/MS: QExactive, 3 replicates.

- TCR: Jurkat cells, AP anti CD3ε chain, 6 fractions with SDS-PAGE, LC-MS/MS: Orbitrap 
Velos, 4 replicates. For the TCR dataset, the lysate pre-AP (Input) was also analyzed 
(geLC-MS, 12 fractions, 3 replicates).

• Database search (UniProt human) and quantitation with MaxQuant (version 1.5.2.8):

- “Match between runs” applied between control and AP samples, and between fractions of all samples, 
but not between replicates [2]. 
- Contaminants and Igs removed.

 
• Missing data imputation, data filtering, data normalization and graph plotting with R (version 3.1.2): 

- Proteins with a total MS/MS count < 5 removed.
- Missing protein values (iBAQ) imputed using random values following a normal distribution, with mini-
mal observed value used as the mean, and standard deviation estimated observing the existing values. 
Missing values imputed together for control and AP samples, and seperately for the Input samples. 

Figure 2: Density plots of log2 of fractional IBAQ (IBAQf) ratios between AP and control samples of EGFR dataset. 
Plots are displayed for replicates 1,2,3 and median of all 3 replicates. Mean (----), 1 SD (- - -) and 2 SD (. . .) of the 
distributions are shown by vertical lines. Minimal list of certified interactors are indicated in red. 

Figure 3: Log2 of IBAQf ratios AP/ctrl vs EF: AP/Input (A) or AP/database (B), in TCR 
dataset. The displayed values are the median of 4 replicates. Colored points show proteins 
with MS/MS count > 0 only in control, only in AP or in both samples. Red circles indicate 
certified interactors.

Label-free quantitation shows the limits of spectral counting

• Both AP and ctrl samples contain a sizeable fraction of the proteome in similar 
amounts => non-specific background, variable between replicates.

•  For proteins with MS/MS count = 0 in ctrl : 
 - constitute 40-50% of all identifications
 - significant number of these proteins with intensity > 0 in ctrl : false positives ?
 - often the bait and primary interactors are not in this set : some signal in ctrl !

=> spectral counts can be unreliable for AP-MS experiments.
 

Label-free quantitation is useful but insufficient alone 

• Can we use some intensity ratio threshold to filter AP-MS data ?
 - use of fractional IBAQ [3] as normalized intensity values (IBAQf=IBAQ/Σ IBAQ)
 - bulk of «unspecific» proteins should have median of IBAQf ratios <> 1

 => use distribution (density plots) for discrimination of true positive.

• Using IBAQf intensities allows to plot distribution, find a maximum and calculate standard 
deviation (1SD or 2 SD) to use as cutoff.

• Distribution shape and number of candidate are variable between replicates 
=> difficult to select a cut-off.

• Need for another parameter for scoring candidates => enrichment factor (EF).

Combining label free quantitation and EF for stringent “filtering” of interactors

• Calculating EF : 
i) with total analysis of the Input sample (TCR dataset) or ii) database data for total cell proteome (EGFR, TCR datasets).

• What we expect : 
- true positive interactors should have EF >> 1
- unspecific proteins should have EF ~ 1.

• Combining iBAQf (AP/ctrl) parameter with EF defines a region containing most of the known true positive interactors and a 
limited number of new high confidence interactors. 

• EF can help prioritizing new interactors by pointing to the most promising ones (higher EF).

• Caveat: EF by itself is not an absolute filtering parameter because: 
i) a protein can have by chance the same fractional abundance in the total proteome as in the AP sample
ii) proteins with EF > 1 will also include those specifically enriched by binding to the affinity matrix (beads, protein A, etc).

Novel Aspect
Incorporation of cellular protein abundance into the evaluation and filtering of 

affinity purification (AP) - MS experiments.
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Figure 4: Log2 of IBAQf ratios AP/ctrl vs EF: AP/database, in EGFR dataset. The 
displayed values are the median of 3 replicates. Colored points show proteins with 
MS/MS count > 0 only in control, only in AP or in both samples. Red circles indicate 
certified interactors.

Conclusions
• The identification of bona fide interactors from AP-MS experiments remains 
challenging.

• We showed how we can exploit information about protein abundances for 
the analysis of AP’s, calculating a protein enrichment factor (EF) relative to 
the «input» sample or to a database of total proteome abundance. 

• Using EF as a complement to intensity signal allows the scoring of candi-
dates and a better discrimination of true interactors.

• EF has not routinely been used for data analysis of AP-MS experiments, 
but can now be easily calculated from available public databases.

A: Input EF

B: Database EF

Why using an enrichment factor ?

• Abundant proteins have higher tendency to appear as unspecific contaminants.

• Small and experiment-dependent variation in recovery efficiency of abundant proteins can 
cause large variations in spectral counts and intensities.

• Naturally low abundant proteins detected in the AP have a higher probability of being specific 
interactors.

• EF exploits information about protein abundances in «Input» sample or database of total pro-
teome (DB MaxQB [4]).
 
=> EF = IBAQf [AP] / IBAQf [Input] or EF = IBAQf [AP] / IBAQf [DB].

Database EF
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